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rveryone defends own programs

Priorities divide SJSU
By Carla Marinucci
Guidelines which decide what
urses of study will be protected and
ven financial priority have divided
embers of the faculty, administration
id student body into two opposing
pips at SJSU.
Representatives of liberal arts
.partments and pre-professional
vgrams, with few exceptions,
rongly defend their own educational
terests when questions are raised
ncerning what the university needs
ost to offer.
Even though SJSU’s vocational and
e-professional programs require 50per cent liberal arts and sciences
urses of their students, nevertheless
me educators in the social sciences,
unanities and arts believe these
udents are not getting a well rounded
ucation.
"There’s more to life than the eight
urs you spend on the job," stated Dr.
raid Wheeler, chairman of the
story Department, one of the social
iences hit strongly by declining
rollments.
The major concern of liberal arts
culty, he maintains, is that the
ucation we’re allowing our students
pursue is terribly narrow."
Courses defended
Defending the pre-professional
urses of study, Dr. James Roberts,
.an of the School of Engineering,
Intended that "you have to have
)rtain needs secured before you can
ok toward higher needs."
Students today, he stated, look upon

education as a means toward "upward
social and economic mobility." It is for
this reason that vocational programs
are in demand, he said.
The debate is a complex one and
promises to continue for years.
But the outcome could decide what
courses of study will be given priority
at SJSU. And it will affect virtually
every student who is pursuing a degree
herewhether in liberal arts or

time equivalent enrollment (FTE).
One student taking 15 units equals one
FTE.
Interest shifting
A shift in student interest away from
humanities, arts and social sciences, as
well as increasing student demand for
pre -professional and vocational
programs, triggered a controversy
over where the reduced resources
should go.

’Students are transients.
They are here for four years
and then gone.’
vocational programs.
Enrollment declining
The questions concerning academic
curriculum prioritiesdeciding what
the university needs most to offer
began with the problems of declining
enrollments and resources.
SJSU President John Bunzel raised
the issue of setting academic priorities
in September, noting the downward
spiral in student enrollment and
resources.
Painful belt -tightening became
serious when SJSU was required to
return $638,000 to the chancellor’s office
because of a sharp drop in fall 1974 full

Sawrey

Bunzel appointed a committee of
faculty and administratorsthe Ad
Hoc Committee on University
Curriculum Priorities in the Steady
Stateto establish an educational
philosophy for SJSU and make
recommendations to the Academic
Senate concerning what studies should
be given priority.
Guidelines made
General guidelines have now been
formulated by the committee that
would assign priority to undergraduate
first, liberal education through
general education.

second, liberal education through
baccalaureate curricula in the arts and
sciences.
Or
third,
vocational
preprofessional curricula.
on the graduate level, vocational
studies are ranked first over advanced
studies in the arts and sciences.
The proposed guidelinescalled the
’’ought statement"are now being
considered by the Academic Senate’s
Curriculum Committee, awaiting
rejection or approval.
Members of the university community are now asking the questions in
a debate they expect will take years to
resolve.
Dr. Milton Andersen, associate
professor of psychology, believes the
current demand for vocational courses
can be explained because students are
"wise" and "goddamned realistic
about being concerned with getting a
job."
"A lot of us academics are here
because we wanted a job," he stated.
Andersen maintained that liberal
education studies must be re-examined
in the planning of curriculum. "Can
they really be justified" in helping
students relate to today’s world? he
asked, "or has it become a sort of intellectual antique collecting?"
"I don’t want to produce a bunch of
narrow-minded technicians.. .1 want to
produce real, working intellectuals,"
Andersen stated. "I see no contradiction here with training students to
get jobs."
Continued on back page

3an Jose to refuse neighborhood planners

access to federal revenue sharing funds
By Jeff Mapes
Proposals from the Campus Comunity Improvement Association
XIA) to receive federal revenue
haring money for neighborhood
rojects will be rejected by the San
ose City Council Feb. 18, according to
staff.
planning
city
e
The CCIA presented proposals to
iscourage daytime street parking by
JSU students and re-zoning to curb
iulti-family residences and absentee

landlords on 12th Street.
It also asked for the development of a
mini-park at the northeast corner of
12th and San Fernando Streets; street
tree maintenance; and replacement
and funds to underwrite a loan for the
preservation of an historical house at 62
So. 13th at.
The city had asked for community
proposals for use of an estimated 818.5
million the federal government will
give to San Jose over the next three

Program cut causes
dismay among faculty
By Armand Ghleuw
In a surprise move, Gov. Brown, has
cropped California State University
Ind Colleges’ International Program
IP) and at least two SJSU faculty
iembers are not happy about it.
In the board of trustees’ meeting
ecently, Chancellor Glenn Dumke
ailed the now deleted IP "the most
cademically sound program in the
ountry."
Dumke also called Brown’s terdnation of IP’s 8630,000 budget a
misunderstanding."
Also expressing dismay, IP coorinator for SJSU, Dr. Christiane Cook,
ailed Brown’s scratching the 11 -year
verseas study program "abrupt and

unwise."
"The 19 California state colleges send
approximately 220 to 300 students
annually for a year’s study in 11 foreign
universities," explained the French
professor.
"SJSU itself sends about 25 to 35
students overseas every year," Cook
continued.
"Considering that we have already
made commitments with some of the
foreign universities for this summer’s
program," she said, "and considering
that all these students pay their own
living and travelling expenses, Gov.
Brown must be persuaded to re-instate
the program for at least another year."
Continued on back page

years.
told the CCIA they could submit then
Housing and Urban Development, proposals in a penciled draft and the
which is in charge of the program, has city would type them.
Christensen charged that the city had
earmarked the funds for slum
clearance, redevelopment and housing not typed them and said the campus
area had been manipulated by city
improvement.
Low priority
planners.
The CCIA, an organization of campus
But Brezzo, who received the CCIA
area residents, made their proposals to proposals, said the city made no
a steering committee headed by promise to type the proposals. He said
councilwoman Susanne Wilson. The it was "no problem they were handsteering committee assigned priority written" and he didn’t think it affected
numbers to 140 proposals from various their chances of acceptance.
Discourage parking
groups and the CCIA proposals
received rankings of 52 and below.
The CCIA asked for 860,000 the first
Larry Boales, a San Jose policy year to discourage daytime street
administrative assistant, said a list of parking by SJSU students by "a variety
projects recommended for funding did of techniques."
not include any of the CCIA proposals.
They also asked for $51,000 over three
John Brezzo of the city planning
department said that given the city’s years to increase the number of street
priorities, there "wasn’t enough to go trees and better maintain the present
around," and that the CCIA proposals trees.
wouldn’t be funded.
The CCIA also asked for re-zoning
Of the 818.5 million, city planners
along 12th street to curb multi-family
have recommended 810.5 million be
use and the number of absentee lanused to fund existing projects. This
dlords. They had no cost estimate on
includes about 9.5 million to continue
this project, and on the acquisition of a
funding of the Park Center Project and
mini-park.
the San Antonio Plaza.
The Park Center Project involves
The group did ask for $60,000 to undowntown redevelopment and office derwrite a loan for the purchase of the
is
building construction. The project
Brewster-Maybeck house on 13th Street
bordered by Park Avenue and San that is an historical site.
Carlos Street, and by Market Street and
The loan would be used to underwrite
the Guadalupe River.
Christensen charges
the sale of the property to a person who
Dr. Terry Christensen, assistant would agree to restore the house. It is
professor of political science and a presently occupied by the Pi Kappa
member of CCIA. said city planners Alpha fraternity.

Referendum still on, says Chancellor

According to Rico, the budget
problems arise from Gov. Brown’s
decision Friday to kill state funding for
instructionally related activities ( IRA ).
Budget meetings scheduled for this
reek have been postponed "for at least

a week or two," Rico said, due to the
governor’s action.
Rico said council does not yet know
whether its money will fund IRA or
even if council funds will be cut due to a
reduction in student fees.
It is required by the student constitution that the budget be on SJSU
President John Bunzel’s desk by May 1.
Yet the question of who will fund IRA
will not be answered until June when
Brown signs the state budget.
"We already completed the executive
budget we had with no IRA allocations.
Now I’ll have to work on a fair budget
with IRA programs," Rico said.
Rico said he may have to also include

budgets with reduced money to allow
for the possibility of reduced student
fees.
A student referendum is set for Feb.
24-25 to determine opinion on whether
fees should be cut from its present $10
level to $9, $8, 17, $6 or $5.
Rico said the chancellor’s staff was
asked to postpone the referendum, but
refused.
"They felt Brown’s proposal was just
a recommendation. It’s not likely, but
we could get it back. They felt it would
be acting in bad faith if we didn’t have
the referendum," Rico said.
"Another reason was that they felt it

Au

S.J.’s sidewalk surfer
ROLLING ONOld surfers never wipe out, they Just skate away. Daniel
Luther Shannon, a veteran of the ’60s surfing craze, has turned to
skateboarding. The quickest form of locomotion on campus, he finds
skateboarding "entertaining," and "much quicker."
Besides that, there are no curls to shoot, breakers to battle or woodies to
varnish as a skateboarder. But Shannon hangs ten for the camera outside
the Student Union

Collective bargaining
may increase tuition

Tuition could be raised to help meet
faculty pay increases if collective
bargaining is approved by the state
legislature.
This according to Bruce Fuller,
consultant to the assembly subpost-secondary
on
committee
education, who said State Sen. Ralph
collective
D-Gardena,
Dills’,
bargaining bill leaves open the
possibility of tuition increases from an
arbitrator to help meet a faculty pay
increase.
Fuller said, "it could be" that in
Dills’ bill during voluntary arbitration
(all sides agreeing to an outside party
settling the dispute) the outside party
could increase tuition to help cover a
pay increase deficit.
Fuller said the collective bargaining
bill proposed by John Vasconcellos, DSan Jose, leaves no possibility of tuition
increases during bargaining arbitration.
One clause in Vasconcellos’ bill states
student tuition levels and admission
requirements would not be negotiable
items within bargaining sessions.
John Rico, A.S. president, supports
Vasconcellos’ position on freezing
negotiations of tuition levels. He said
he believes tuition would increase
important that there be student input on during binding arbitration of faculty
fees," Rico said.
pay boosts if collective bargaining
Rico added that the referendum is legislation allowed it.
only a recommendation, and even if
Rico cited tuition increases in New
collective
students vote to cut fees, the board of York
binding
after
trustees would probably not allow the bargaining arbitration which raised
fee reduction.
tuition 50 per cent, he said.
"It’s hard to believe the trustees
Ricc questioned "Whose going to pick
would cut fees if we have to pick up the
up the tab" in binding arbitration,
IRA funding," Rico said.
which leaves decisions up to an inCouncil has been operating with 19 of
dependent third patty.
20 members since the middle of the Fall
When students aren’t involved it’s
1974 semester. Rico will make a
recommendation to fill the opening in the costs passed on to the students," he
the graduate school division. The said.
Sen. Dills could not be reached for
council must approve Rico’s apcomment on possible tuition increases
pointment.

Budget confusion slated for council
By Terry LaPorte
The spring semester A.S. budget is in
complete disarray," according to an
informal report that A.S. President
John Rico is expected to give to the
council at its first meeting of the
semester.
The only other item on today’s
meeting agenda is the possible selection of a new council member.

LOrlen

from binding arbitration. Collective
bargaining has not yet been approved
by the state legislature, but most
legislators as well as Gov. Brown
believe collective bargaining will be
approved by the end of the year.

Rico nixes
strike rights
Student presidents will not support
any collective bargaining legislation
unless the "right to strike" clause is
deleted, SJSU AS. President John Rico
said.
Rico said his feelings on the strike
clause are the same as members of the
California State University and College
Association
President
Student
CSUCSPA I and will choose not to
support the legislation by John
Vasconcellos, D-San Jose. for that
reason.
Two of the demands by CSUCSPA
were met in the collective bargaining
bill introduced last week by Vasconcellos but the strike clause was not.
One of those met in Vasconcellos’ bill
is the placing of student representatives in collective negotiations.
"Student representatives would be
provided the right to participate in
collective negotiations as an independent third party," reads a memo
provided by Vasconcellos’ office. "This
is intended to protect the role of
students in university governance."
The other demand met in Vasconcellos’ legislation was the protecting of
student tuition levels.
"Student tuition levels and admission
requirements would not be negotiable
items within bargaining sessions," the
memo reads.
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Brown’s ’new spirit’ puts the bite
on instructionally related activities

The legislature giveth
and Brown taketh away

question of lowering their student
Once again the students have
body fees.
been shafted.
Adding insult to injury, the
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. decided
refused
office
Friday night to kill all 1975-76 the experience of working on a chancellor’s
funding for instructionally related college newspaper or performing yesterday to halt the referendum.
programs in the state university in a dramatic production is not Although the vote would be merely
integrally related to the education advisory, the trustees could lower
and college system.
The governor’s decision was not of journalists and dramatists, then student fees, leaving A.S. with less
money to fund instructionally
unexpected since he was merely he’s wide off the mark.
Those of us in journalism know related activities.
accepting the recommendation of
Gov. Brown should reconsider
Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post. that the experiences of working on
But the logic behind the decision the newspaper, fighting deadlines, his decisionthere’s still time. He
is so perverse it deserves our at- digging for information and putting could show us all the flexibility he
our reputations on the line, are has claimed to possess.
tention.
He says he’s fighting the good
"It is a tenuous argument at best indispensible training in prepar
to contend that a majority of these ation for a career in journalism. fight." He says he’s looking out for
Apparently Post disagrees. He our interests but has to contend
activities are integrally related to
formal instruction," wrote Post. would have the governor cut state with the "big spenders."
But his perverse decision to kill
funding for campus publications,
Let’s take a look at that.
thereby laying responsibility for state funding of legitimate
Post is a legislative analysthis
them onto the student government, educational programs smacks of
job is to tell the legislature and the
And yet the intent of the blind budget cutting.
governor what the human and
The bite is onlet’s hope the
proposed legislature was to relieve students
impact
of
fiscal
of that responsibility. The funding "new spirit" in Sacramento isn’t a
legislation will be.
He’s good at his job. But if he’s has been transferred and students vampire.
Phil Trounstine
trying to tell us that, for example, are now facing a referendum on the
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Protestors arrest won’t intimidat
’Free Ruchell Magee Committee’

SJSU should consider possibility
of building entertainment complex
By Mike Lento%
Talking to students from other
campuses can be discouraging, to say
the least.
Washington State University has the
Fifth Dimension, Three Dog Night, and
Bob Hope performing on campus.
Oregon State University books the
Carpenters; Blood, Sweat and Tears;
Eric Burdon and War; Kris Kristoff erson and Rita Coolidge; Helen
Reddy; and Loggins and Messina.
UCLA books John Denver. The list
goes on and on. Meanwhile, SJSU can’t
even get Elvin Bishop, or the Doobie
Brothers, who once made their home on
12th Street.
One reason is that SJSU can’t afford
this type of entertainment. But that is a
minor reason. The real problem is that
SJSU has no place to put top entertainment.
Unless you consider Spartan Gym, or
Morris Dailey Auditirium, or the
Student Union Ballroom good tacilities.
What SJSU needs is an indoor arena.
One that will seat in the neighborhood
of 12,000 people. It doesn’t have to be
fabulous, just functional. No school
needs a Forum or a Madison Square
Garden.
But doesn’t SJSU have other, more
important needs, like a library for
instance. After all, an entertainment
center is a luxury item.

That is true, SJSU does need a
library, as any poor sole who has been
trapped in a bookstack can attest, but a
school the size of SJSU should be able to
provide entertainment for its students,
and right now SJSU can’t do that.
It could with a good facility. Money
wouldn’t be a factor, because the
student government wouldn’t have to
fork out a lot of dough. The large crowd
would pay for the show and possibly
leave a profit to boot, especially if
concessions are sold.
And SJSU sports could benefit. The
basketball team could throw out the
Ball States and Portland States they
currently play at home and replace
them with teams like UCLA and
Indiana.
A nice arena at SJSU could be even
more beneficial than usual because it
would be the only major league facility
in this metropolitan area of two million.
Santa Clara County’s best indoor
entertainment facility is Maple
Pavilion at Stanford and that seats less
than 8,000 people.
Chances are the arena might land a
pro sports franchise like the California
Golden Seals ice hockey team and off
campus entertainment. These enterprises would pay rent for use of the
facility, bringing in extra revenue.
Entertainment like Chicago, Elton
John, and Stevie Wonder would play the

arena because this is a major entertainment area. SJSU students could
receive discounts while the outside
public pays the full price.
Furthermore, an indoor arena
doesn’t have to contain just one big gym
surrounded by numerous chairs.
Classrooms, offices, swimming pools,
auxilary gyms, and exhibition halls
could be built within. New arenas at
Norte Dame and Washington State
contain these facilities.
Naturally, a facility like this would
cost big money in time of little money.
But it would provide jobs, something
that is scarce these days.
Sure, the expense is great, but SJSU
should take a serious look at an arena.
It could certainly pay off.

By Gregory T. Ford
Revolutionary Student Brigade
In the San Francisco Bay Area, a
colalition of groups and individuals had
formed a committee to free Ruchell
Magee. By the middle of January, a
demonstration was in the making
planning for February 8th at San
Quenton Prison, where Ruchell is being
held.
But on Jan. 22, it was discovered that
Ruchell was going to be manditorily
sentenced early the next day in the San
Jose courthouse, %there he was being
tried.
So, a hastily-called picket line was
formed that morning.
Unlike picket lines that have taken
place at the San Jose courthouse in the
past, this picket line was not allowed to
form in front of the Courthouse mall,
and the tac squad, which had taken that
position instead, and the gunmen on the
Courthouse roof, emphasized this fact.
It soon became apparant that the
picket line was to be a test case against
the new PC 169 law which (supposedly)

(

comment

prevents demonstrations from within
"sight or sound of the court."
People that we had inside the court
said that they couldn’t see or hear us,
but the tac squad surrounded and
arrested most of us anyway.
Although political intimidation was
the obvious purpose of the bust, and
must be incorporated in our legal
procedure, our situation also must not
be divorced from our purpose for being
there in the first placeto demand:
"Free Ruchell; It’s Right to Rebel."
Ruchell has consistently fought back.
He has fought to be free legally, in the
courtooms and through the judicial
process, and finally, after years of
stonefaced denial, he fought back with
arms.
He was most recently tried for the
armed escape attempt from the Marin
County Courthouse in August 1970,
which Ruchell points out was an ex-
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Employing political tactics blasted as ’journalistic atrocity’
to jiind schools depressing
By Donna Avina
The San Francisco School Board
recently decided to stir up a non-boiling
brew to see if any hot spots remained to
bring the kettle to a boil.
By abolishing all athletics in the San
Francisco Public School system, the
board took a political gamble...and
they’re getting just what they wanted
attention for their financial problems.
When it was first announced that the
board intended to wipe their sports
slate clean, effective immediately,
people throughout the state were
numbed, even anti-jocks.
Never had a school board taken such
a dramatic step without prior warning.
It seemed unbelieveable that such a
farce was unraveling.
It has become perfectly clear that
this was no farce. The school board
knew exactly what they were doing.
They realized that sports is the one

Write
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The Spartan Daily encourage, your
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high-interest area of education which
runs the deepest into the culture of our
state and nation.
Their well-timed dramatics created
reprecussions all across this country,
even into Washington, D.C. In
Sacramento, law makers were set in
motion trying to remedy the situation
or even make such actions of abolition
illegal through legislation. The wellstaged bombshell had hit dead center.
The San Francisco School Board will
get their $200,000 financial aid. Their
sports program will be saved. They had
a problem and like any cornered
politican they recognized that they
could either dig themselves deeper into
the hole or they could come out with the
heavy artillery.
It really is too bad that any are of
education has to be used as a political
piny in the game of school financing.
It’s also depressing that more people
don’t care as much for the arts as they
do for sports.
San Francisco will certainly salvage
their athletics, but they will lose most of
their music and art programs.
It is sad to realize exactly where our
educationai priorities lie today...with
Simpsons and Rick Barrys. The
future George Gershwins and Pablo
Picassos be damned.

Under the headline "White faculty
jobs increase, but minority positions
decline," (a grammatically poor
headline in the first place) Doug Ernst

I am referring to the one per cent"
has supposedly studied statistics
concerning San Jose State faculty rise in white faculty numbers while
make-up and concluded that the there was a "five per cent" drop in
number of white faculty is on the rise minority faculty numbers. What in the
while ethnic faculty numbers are hell does that mean in actual numbers.
decreasing drastically.
Let’s arbitrarily say there are 3,000
Anyone with half-a -brain would white faculty members and 600
question his poor observations in light minority faculty members. A one per
of some basic statistical rules. You can cent increase here for white faculty
prove anything by percentages and would mean 30 new positions while a
statistics, but where are your num- five per cent drop in minority faculty
bers?
would mean a drop of 30 positions.
This figure is not intended to be at all
reflective of the numbers in question.
But it raises several intersting points.
First, what sort of turnover in both
white and minority faculties exists?
Second, in replacing those minority
faculty positions, what are the figures
concerning white-minority applications
for those jobs? I am more inclined to
is to say, a basic knowledge behind believe that there is a semester by
what you are trying to say.
semester or year by year fluctuation of
I can not accept the excuse that it is percentages rather than the blatent
only a student paper and lacks the outcry of discrimination as indicated by
professional evolutionary process of the headlined story of Feb. 7.
expanding into new horizons. The
My point is that percentages ( as any
problem of culture lag in this valley is a elementary statistician knows) can be
big one.
pointed to reflect whatever the writer
To bring you up to date the ’biggy’ in intended. Only through the publishing
in
have
an
art
edoes
not
valley
oui
of exact figures can the reader follow
critic and through personal in- the somewhat slanted point of view of
vestigation I have found that even an the writer.
art gallery, unless commerically
I realize the Spartan Daily is a
oriented would not be considered. In journalism workshop for training
art
’art
for
lack
of
other words, the
journalists, but serious matters
sake’ abounds and is propetuated by published in it should be handled with
own
your
well
as
this monopoly as
more care.
paper.
Rot.ald D. Lawrick
Charles R. Gabbani Graduate student, Mass ComJunior, Philosophy munications

Daily’s art awareness

’lacks professionalism’
Editor:
After investigating and reading some
of your reviews of visual art exhibits, I
have come to the conclusion that your
paper along with the Mercury & News,
add and propetuate the culture lag that
adorns our stagnant valley.
It is totally inconceivable that your
paper with a good part of your readers
humanity students lade s omseious art
critic. My investigation shows that your
assigned reporters not only report when
and where visual art exhibits happen
but also make a vain, uneducated attempt to expound on what is being
shown.
Good art criticism starts with what
your people lack, an awareness of the
art world and the art in it; also a
working knowledge of aesthetics, that

Make jock
’scramble’
for classes

Report on SJSU minority hiring
Editor:
One of the most inept pieces of
reporting I have ever seen was
headlined in your Feb. 7 issue and I
believe it is time someone finally
started pointing out such journalistic
atrocities.

pression of his right to rebel, sin( I
has been unlawfully enslaved.
simple fact that slaves have the rig
rebel overshadows any legal ja
that the courts throw at him.
The 30 people arrested in San
have chosen to demand a jury I
demand a speedy trial, incorporat
political ramifications with the
aspects of the trial, and defeat the
by getting aquitted.
Our trial should be linked up
Ruchell’s railroaded position.
same basic intimidation Ges
mentality is applied to poli
prisoner supporters as to Ru
himself.
The mass bust has not stop
intimidated the Free Ruchell
mittee, but has instead has sparke
to fight even harder.

Editor:
The Academic Senate’s policy "
giving athletes priority in the C
registration programs has b
defended again (Feb. 5). Dr. Jai
Scheel, assistant athletic director, .
others claim that it is "necessary"
athletes to carry at least 12 units i
schedule arranged to leave afterno
free for practice.
Without this provision it would,
parently, be very difficult to qua
under the NCAA rule and arrai
practice schedules.
However, have Dr. Scheel and
other members of the Academic Sen
given thought to the rest of the stude
at SJSU? The majority of students h
must work while they attend schc
very few have the financial road pa’
for them by parents or other sourc
These students must, therefo
register for classes around tight Ng
schedules just as necessary to them
practice time is to the athletes. Hop
that they will be lucky enough to
these classes, they usually find tha
number of classes they wanted
needed are closed.
Frantically, they try to add classes
their major because they need at le.
12 units a semester to graduate as sc
as possible.
Dr. Scheel also commented that
has no objection to extending t
registration priority to students in ott
time constuning programs. Well,
many students, that is the exact way
describe their job. Probably, ott
students could add their time c(
suming projects too. If this defines w
is to receive priority, where will the Ii
be drawn?
A solution could be to have t
athletes register like all other SJ:
students and filling in a special cod
number, the computer could be .
structed not to schedule classes dun.
specified times.
If the athlete did not get all of hi
required classes, he could, like the re,
of us, add classes to reach the 12 un
requirement; we could all scramble fo
classes on an equal footing.
Kathy Tal
Sophomore, Busines
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County growing,
but births down

lupiter loses star status
By Karen Minkel
\ billion to a hundred
Ilion years ago, a visitor to
) solar system would have
tbably seen two stars. One
them would have been
piter.
Jupiter, according to a
rent theory on the giant
net, used to be a star, or
y close to a star. It gave
heat and light, although
w much of each is still
puted by scientists. It still
es off heat.
n fact, said Dr. Fred
dmstrom, chairman of the
iysics Department and
tronomy instructor, it
es off three times the
ount of energy it receives
mn the sun.
e recent Jupiter flybys
de by Pioneer spacecraft
Ilected information suprting the theory that
piter is a dead star, he
.plained.
e heat is not the only
usual thing about the
yud-shrouded fifth planet,
ylmstrom pointed out.
Ten Hour Day
Jupiter is 11 times the size
the earth and bigger than
of the other planets put

causes the nuclear reaction
together But still, this giant
spins on its axis faster than to start by putting more
any of the others. A day on pressure on the hydrogen
molecules.
Jupiter is only 10 hours.
Star Theory
In addition to all of this,
This star theory, said
Holmstrom said scientists
now believe Jupiter is Holmstrom, was widely
composed entirely of gases. believed up until a century
The gases get denser and ago when it was discarded
denser as one moves farther as improbable. The new
into the atmosphere until evidence collected by the
11
10
and
they are very close to solid. Pioneer
But at no point does at- spacecrafts on their flybys of
new
planet
lend
mosphere meet solid rock. the
The gases that make up credibility to the theory.
In fact, Holmstrom ’said,
Jupiter, Holmstrom added,
are the same gases found in the other theory that Jupiter
is cold, covered with a layer
stars, mainly hydrogen.
Holmstrom said Jupiter of ice and possessing a rocky
a star core, is pretty much dead.
probably became
The star theory presents
when it begain collapsing in
on itself. The collapse interesting possibilities for
generated heat and the heat the future of the planet.
started a nuclear fusion Arthur C. Clarke, science
reaction with the hydrogen. fiction writer, wrote a book
So Jupiter was, said called the "Sands of Mars"
Holmstrom, for a short in which a moon of Mars was
while, a star. The star turned into a sun through a
reaction faltered when nuclear explosion. The new
Jupiter’s mass became too "sun" gave off enough light
small to keep the fusion and heat to enable planets to
grow on Mars and gradually
going.
Even today, Holmstrom helped the planet develop a
said, if Jupiter were more breathable atmosphere.
Fusion material
massive, it would be a star.
Holmstrom said the same
The mass, he explained,

Although half of Santa
Clara County’s population
was under 25 years old in
1970, the precentage of youth
in the county is expected to
decline in upcoming years.
A study released by
the Instituate for Business
and Economic Research
OBER I at SJSU said this is
due to a declining birth rate.
The county’s birth rate is
declining faster than either
the United States or
California birth rate.
The country also had a
lower death rate.
Still, the count)
is
expected to continue to be
one of the fastest growing
counties in California.
Courtesy of NASA
The reason for the conCLOUD SYSTEM STUDIEDThe NASA Pioneer 11 image of Jupiter and the third Galilean tinued growth, said Realty
satellite Ganymede was sent to Earth about 9,2 hours before the Pioneer 11 spacecraft Review, is "a high annual inmigration."
reached its closest approach to Jupiter.
Realty Revie% is
a
thing could theoretically be into a sun it could, he missions will take crafts past
done to Jupiter since it theorized, give off enough the planet. The mission in newsletter dealing with
to
make
Mars the 1980’s will drop a balloon selected topics of interest to
posseses the material for light
nuclear fusion such as that in habitable, eventually.
and instruments into the
More will be learned about atmosphere to measure
stars. But the reaction he
added, would be very hard to the makeup and history of temperatures, wind speeds.
Jupiter in 1979 and the mid and the composition of the
set up.
But if Jupiter was turned 1980’s when future space different layers.

Students tackle poor achievement
By Mark VanWyk

Strong culture
Many of San Jose’s schools
have high percentages of
and
Mexican -American
other minority students who
have grown up in strong
encultural
ethnic
vironments, he explained.
Rutherford said that the
educational materials used
in the public schools often
reflect white middle-class,
values
and
American
ideologies.
"The result is that many of
become
students
the
alienated from their school
because they can’t relate to
their education," he said.

Dr. Eldred Rutherford

Reading specialist Ellen
Hightower, who works with
Rutherford at Lowell School,
discussed some of the
reasons for Lowell’s poor
student showings.
"Lowell, like many other
schools
inner-city
throughout the country, has
low student test results on
the standardized academic
achievement tests," she
explained.
"This is due primarily to
the fact that many downtown
children come from families
that are bilingual, are highly
transient and have low socio-

economic status.
no communication
"There is a lack of communication at home as far as
the child’s education is
concerned and this is where
the problems begin," she
added.
Rutherford’s work at
Lowell had its beginnings
four years ago when the
school’s principal, Lora
Traveler, came to SJSU
seeking a program that
would coordinate Lowell and
SJSU.
Traveler sought the help of
various schools at SJSU,

Crown
Lite 2

Bunzel talk
to be aired
over radio

)rof spends sabbatical developing program

To help alleviate the
poor
of
oblem
thievement by students of
inner-city
Jose’s
n
hoots, an SJSU psychology
ofessor is spending his
bbatical injecting some
SU student blood into the
uation.
"It’s really a tragic
tuation," said Dr. Eldred
. Rutherford, of the low
ores which prompted him
develop a program called
Thild and School Mutual
nrichment" at nearby
well Elementary School.
Involves students
said
program,
The
utherford, involves 50 to 60
SU psychology students
ho are earning credit for
orking four or more hours a
eek with a child.
"Up until now, however,
ere has been no real
ccessful effort to coorate the resources and
cilities of the university
ith the local schools,"
utherford said.
Educational problems are
unique to San Jose.
ner-cities in ruban areas
cross the country are exsimilar
eriencing
enomena.

the real estate community.
The county is expected to
grow approximately 68 per
cent between 1970 and 2900.
The population %ill increase
until 1980, stabilize from 19841
to 1990 and start decreasing
after 1990, according to
Reality Review.
California is expected 1)
IBER to have 29 iimilltoii
residents bj the yea’ 2009,
representing au increase of
more than 40 per mit fro..
1170.

such as the School of
Education but , at first,
couldn’t find any programs
that suited the needs of
She eventually tried the
Psychology Department,
where she was referred to
Rutherford.
Worked on program
Rutherford, who has
recently reported on school
record keeping before a
State Senate Select Committee on Children and
Youth, was working on an
educational
improvement
program in the Alum Rock
Union School District.
The program at Lowell
involves 50 to 60 aSJSU
psychology students who
work with the elementary
level children.
Each student is assigned to
tutor a child at least four
hours a week in addition to
consulting with Rutherford
at least three hours a week.
"Our program is different
from most other student
tutoring programs," obRutherford,
served
"because it is highly
structured and organized.
The students receive six
units of credit for their work
and they usually develop a

personal,
individual
relationship with the child,
he said.
Rutherford reports that
psychology students
the
have been very enthusiastic
about the program and many
have done extensive followup work without credit.
rewarding experience
"As well as showing
marked improvements in the
scholastic performance of
the elementary students,"
"the
Rutherford,
said
program has proven to be a
real regarding experience
for the psychology studenta
Menke,
Robin
psychology senior who has
worked with an elementary
student in Rutherford’s
program, said he felt his
experience at Dowell was
definitely rewarding.
"It’s great to be able to
work with these kids," said
Menke, "because you’re
really doing something for
somebody.
"You tend to get involved
with the kids. In fact, Chris,
the student I tutored, and
myself are still good friends
and we still keep in touch."
Menke, who said he objects to many of the teaching

methods used in public
schools, said the Rutherford
program "is a step in the
right direction."
test necessary
Traveler said the stanacademic
dardized
achievement test given to
the elementary students are
absolutely necessary and
pointed out these tests should
not be confused with the
controversial I.Q. tests.
"I feel that I.Q. tests are
not an accurate way to
determine
student
capabilities," she said, "and
we don’t give them at
Lowell.
standardized
"The
academic achievement
are
however,
tests,
necessary to determine
where the problems are in
our schools."
"Speaking as a black and
as an educator," she said, "I
think these tests are going to
help us find out where to
start working on our
educational programs."

am pus cop’s bag is people, Bible

by Luxo

President John H. Blumel
will speak on "The New
Equality" on Friday, Feb. 14
at the Commonwealth Club
of California’s
weekly
luncheon meeting in the
Sheraton -Palace in San
Francisco.
In keeping with the regular
practice of the Commonwealth Club, Dr. Bunzel’s talk will be carried by
77 commercial and 149 public
radio stations throughout the
Western United States,
Canada and Mexico.
Portions of President
Bunzel’s talk will also be
broadcast over the Voice of
America.

Tire lamp that has it d I
’versatile arm movemi,
04 way mounting
’all metal construction
.7 contemporary color.
’reg. $22.50
Now $19.95

SJART
PAINT
WALLPAPER
PVC-TIMM FRAMES

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication
8. 4 new spark plugs

NO RAISE IN PRICES

9. 3 quarts of oil

FOR OVER ONE YEAR

’0. New poiLts

$29.95

ii. Adjust brakes

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
13. Check brake fluid -add
14. Cheek battery fluid -add

I Wrong.
Those are the words of a
op. No, not "Mod Squad"
eject, but a real, live cop.
The officer is Russ Lun’ford,
45 -year-old
inrestigator on the university
*lice force.
His primary duties are
ollow up work on felony and
casesusumisdemeanor
dly theftsthat occur on
yampus.
However, due to a shorage of manpower on the
iniversity police force, he
eimetimes finds himself on
mutine patrol where he
tatted more than four years
tgo.
"When I first came here
ye wore helmets instead of
fidi

Spa rise Is

ily

Serving the San Jose State
un,versity Community
Since 1934
Second class postage paid at Son
Member of
Jose, California
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San Jose
State University. except Saturday
Sunday and Monday. during the
The opinions ex
college ?ear
pressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students,
the College Administration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions a<
cepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, 59 each Semester, la SO Olt
campus price per copy, 10 cents
Phone 777 3181 Advertising 777
3171 PreSs of Erich Printing, San
Jose
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Russell Lansford
hats," he said, recalling his
early days on the job and the
demonstrations taking place
on campus.
"I wasn’t used to this and
some of the other officers
used to make fun of me
because I would smile and
wave at everyone," he
continued.
"It seemed that within a
short time the other officers
were having people say hello

to them too.
"I am not taking credit for
it," he added, "but inside I
feel partly responsible."
He is a religous man or, as
he puts it a Christian. He is
equally adept quoting verses
from the Bible as sections of
the penal code.
He is so adept, in fact, he
has ministerial certificate
from
the
American
Evangelical
Christian
Churches.
Although he is not ordained
he
can
"do
everything
but
marry
people.
"A few years ago my
mother wanted to get
married again and wanted
me to perform the service.
That’s the only time I
regretted not being ordained," he added.
Although he has attempted
to relate his Christian beliefs
to his profession he admits
one period of frustration in
his role as a university police
officer.
"Several years ago during
a period of a lot of bomb
threats, bomb threats all

CRAFTSPEOPLE WANTED
A TOUCH OF CRAFTS
looking for quality and originality in handcrafted
items for consigment. Leather, Pottery, Macrame,
Glass, Etc. If you need book/beer money call us foi
,ind appointment to "show and tell."
is

249-3525 (open 7 days)

over the place, we were
literally running from place
to place." he said.
"I was running from
Tower Hall to the business
classroom. We knew it was
probably a phoney, but we
had to check it out anyway.
"When somebody yelled
’pig’ it was the only time that
the wrod ever bothered me,"
Lunsford said.
Lunsford said he views his
job as an educational opportunity for himself in
addition to students.
"In talking to students we
are able to explain why some

of the things happen in the me, the person."
I.undsford has a favorite
community with other
police," he said.
quote to summarize his
Although his role as attitude toward life.
"If you see light in my life,
campus investigator keeps
him busy and he does not give God the glory. If you see
have the same level of something in me that you do
contact with the campus not like, give me the blame."
community as he did as a
patrolmen, he maintains an
admirable respect for the
people he comes in contact
with.
"Everybody to me is sir or
ma’am," he said.
"My respect is in my
badgethat’s authority not
respectmy respect is in

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured
Effective January 1, 1975, the State Law makes it
compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
person not so insured is sotrfect to a stiff fine and
loss nf his driver’s license

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no hassle quote
call or come by...

HOURS:
Mon.- Fri. 7:30-4:00

ElEni

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Next to 7 11

294-1562

Ilth sn4 Son Carlos

Delicious Sandwiches
at student prices
Beer

Wine
Guinness Stout
Play

Darts Pool Foosball Pinball
and relax with our Table Games

Happy Hour Prices
all day Saturday

CAMPUS INSURANCE
289-8681

404 So. Third
(Upstairs at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)

?If t.ri

THE INFLATION BEATER
1111C2111

By Larry Rucks
"My bag is people," are
ords you might expect
om a member of what was
nce known as the love
eneration. Right?

16,1
111, ,I,1

181 E. Santa Clara

298-9481
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Patrons glitter in droves

Spartan Dail

Panovs open SF ballet
By Carla Marinucel
On a wind-whipped, rainy
evening in San Francisco,
the inside of the War
Memorial Opera House was
as sparkling and bright as
the diamonds that glistened
on the patrons.
Local newsmakers and
society namesor anyone
who could afford the $7.50$100 ticket pricesturned
out in droves on Saturday
night to witness one of the
Bay Area’s most promising
dance events.
Valery Panov, free after a
two-year struggle with
immigration
Soviet
authorities, had returned to
San Francisco for the first
time in 15 years, accompanied by his wife,
Galina to dance at the
opening of the San Francisco
Ballet season.
Crowd glitters
The plush Opera House
was packed with a crowd of
dance enthusiasts, a wide
variety of fans that were a
glittering show in themselves.
Little curly-haired girls in
ruffled velvet and white
tights were accompanied by
blue-haired matrons in fulllength mink.
Women were parading in
backless or virtually frondesigner
wispy
tless
creations, and wearing
everything from leather
dresses to Russian peasant
outfits, including straw
shoes, scarves and animalhair vests.
Finally, there was a large
student crowdhundreds of
young people, some in Earth
Shoes, shaggy hair, capes
had
and scarveswho
waited for hours and paid $3
to fight for a standing room
place at the back of the
house.
Panovs star
All the color and splendor
was really in preparation for
the two stars of the evening,
the Panovs, whose struggles
to leave the Soviet Union
were a focus of attention in
both the performing arts
world and the media.

The couple were stars of
Russia’s famed Kirov Ballet,
but Panov was dismissed
and his wife demoted when
he applied for an immigration visa to Israel in
1972.
Both were subjected to
threats of imprisonment and
harrassment by Soviet officials after Panov, a
Jew,refused to leave the
Soviet Union without his
wife, who was denied permission to leave.
With the support of a
variety of international
performing artists and the
attention of the media, the
two succeeded in obtaining
exit visas from the Soviet
Union.
Brief number exciting
pre the
For
all
performance hoopla, the
Panovs were scheduled only
for a 14-minute pas de duex
ballet,
the
from
"Harlequinade." Though the
number was all-too brief, the
couple generated enough
excitement in 14 minutes to
bring even the aged matrons
onto their feets, cheering
"Bravo!"
as
Panov
Valery
Harlequin was campy and
roguish, kissing his partner’s
feet in grandiose style and
clowning his way through an
energetic portrayal of the
young man. Now 36, Panov
displays
a
dramatic
magnetism on stage, and an
incredibly effective sense of
style and presence.
Galina Panovwho was
being trained for a position
as the major Kirov ballerina
when their ordeal began
portrayed Columbine with a
childish flirtateousness and
a grand, comic air.
When it came time for the
two to perform the breathtaking acrobatics that Kirovtrained
dancers
are
renowned for, the audience
was definitely not disappointed.
Razor-sharp precision
During a series of highaltitude leaps that seemed to
suspend him in air, Valery

arts
Zapruder film
screens tonight

Wednesday flicks
shows ’Cabaret’
If you haven’t seen Liza
Minnelli’s Oscar -winning
performance in "Cabaret,"
you have your chance
tonight when the film is
presented in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
For 50 cents you can catch
the film at 7 or 10 p.m.
is
Flicks
Wednesday
presenting the eight-Oscar
movie.
Minnelli glitters in the
starring role of cabaret
singer Sally Bowles. Joel
Grey, who won a supporting
actor Oscar for his singing
and dancing role, portrays
the host of the cabaret show.
The setting is suspenseful

Germany during the rise of
Hitler. Other excellent
performances are turned in
by Michael York and Marisa
Berenson.

Was President Kennedy in
fact filled by more than one
gunman? Did Lee Harvey
Oswald act alone or was
there a group conspiracy?
These are some of the
questions that will be raised
in tonight’s presentation by
Rusty Rhodes, political
assasination expert and
collaborator on the film
"Executive Action." Rhodes
will be in the S.U. Ballroom
at 7 p.m. and the show, which
includes a film, will cost
$1.25 for students and $1.50
for the general public.
Famous film
Rhodes will be showing the
Abraham
controversial
Zapruder film of the Kennedy assasination, which
supposedly shows a rifleman
hiding in a clump of trees
and another standing in a
grassy knoll near where
Zapruder was filming.
INTENSE DANCERValery Panay appeared in San Francisco after a two year struggle for
a visa out of Russia.
Panov had the audience magicaldramatically and
roaring at his display of technicallyand the crowd
phenomenol strength and responded with a prolonged
seemingly inhuman agility. ovation and cheers which
He was razor-sharp in continued as thL emotional
precision and exhibited couple returned to the stage
gentle but majestic strength to take their bow.
in partnering his wife
Symbolic finale
through
his
own
A short, symbolic piece
entitled "For Valery Panov"
choreography.
Galina Panov executed a followed, performed by
long and difficult series of Alexander Filipov, a strong
rapid turns and work en young dancer who also
pointe
that
displayed defected from Russia and
technical excellence and the Kirov. A moving porconfirmed a stellar position trayal of Panov’s struggles
in the world of ballet.
for freedom, the dance ended
was with Filipov dramatically
number
The

By Mary Edwards
Something less than an
accolade is not enough to
keep "Lenny’s" potential
audience away. Those who
just missed being old enough
to remember the real Lenny
Bruce, those who remember
him and want to see if the
Lenny that was so hot still
comes across as dynamite
they and others will go see
"Lenny" for themselves.
And they should. "Lenny"
is a very provocative film
in the glimpses into Lenny’s
character, and the taste of
persecution as he’s harassed
by the courts and police, and
the hints into his obsessive,
border-line kinky behavior.
Hoffman excellent
But the glimpses and
tastes and hints are, sadly,
not enough. Dustin Hoffman
is beautiful as Lenny. He’s
got the perfect mix of charm
and boyish naughtiness, and
he’s so skilled an actor that
he’s a sheer pleasure to
watch.
Hoffman in an authentic
Lenny Bruce bit is a joy, but
he is given only half a
character to develop, or at
most, a whole one with
frustrating gaps.
The missing links in the
Lenny on film are the most
important ones. They also
happen to be the least appealing, and that, one

breaking the chains of his
imprisonment.
The Panovs moved onto
stage at the end of the
number and tearfully embraced Filipov as the
audience rose to its feet.
It was then that Valery
Panov scooped up the chains
from the floor, and held them
aloft for the audience to see.
Then, with one throw, he
hurled them offstage.
The audience response
like the entire eveningwas
pure magic, and unforgettable.

The sketchy "evidence"
presented by the film
disputes the findings of the
Warren Commission’s report
on the assasination. The
Zapruder film contends that
Kennedy was killed by a shot
from the front rather than
from the rear.
The film is of poor quality
and has consequently been
considered inadequate proof
of anything. It was presented
to the Rockefeller Commission by comedian Dick
purported
Gregory
as
evidence that Kennedy was
the victim of a CIA
assasination plot.

*

XEROX
COPIES

cents

Reg 4 cents

275 0260

275-02,,i

Drugs omitted
There is only a suggestion
of the Lenny who was
heavily into drugs, when in
fact he informed on friends a
number of times to avoid
being busted. There is just a
passing mention of the fact
that he slept around, though
much of the real Lenny’s
notoriety stemmed from his
sexual escapades.
The compulsive behavior
that leads finally to Bruce’s
death is, in the film,
primarily a mysteryhow
could such a nice guy turn
out so pathetically?
Image too perfect
Lenny is portrayed as a
martyr to the cause of
honesty
and
social
awareness, but the glossing
over of his own decadence
and self-destructiveness is
itself a dishonesty that undercuts the entire film.
Lenny, who despised sugar
coatings, has been sugar
coated to make him easier to
swallow. But a taste of
bitterness seeps through, a

taste that confirms that
something vital to understanding the legend of Lenny
Bruce is lost on the way
down.
Marriage fails
There must have been
more than we see of Lenny’s
relationship with Honey
Valerie Perrine ), the
stripper Lenny loves and
marries and continues to
need even after they are
divorced.
Perrine is consistently
genuine as the child-like,
love-starved showgirl, and
Honey’s
gaps
in
the
character are less obvious
because Honey tells much of
the story in her conversations with an off-screen
interviewer.
But Honey, too, has been
cleaned upthe needle
tracks in her arm, her
inability to care for her
daughter Kitty, and her
crippling dependence on
Lenny are passed over much
too lightly.
Masterful direction
Despite the flaws and sins
of omission, "Lenny" is

pre.ttit.

Winner of 8

technically and aesthetically
brilliant. Director Bob Fosse
uses a series of flashbacks
and time-mixes masterfully,
and his decision to shoot the
film in black and white adds
to the stark, days-long-gone
quality. If the blacks and
whites and grays of Lenny’s
character were as perfectly
blended, the movie could be
counted one of the year’s
best.
But see for yourselfit’s
worth seeing. In spite of the
disappointments, "Lenny" is
a stunning film, one that will
come back in quiet moments
to delight and titillate and
sober you all over again
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How
would
you
handle
this?
Josef Rosov just arrived in Israel
with no money
with no job
with no apartment
with hope.

He needs your help.
His courage to declare himself a Jew in the land of his
birth was rewarded by threats, harassment and loss of
his job. His determination has brought him to Israel.
He comes with a full heartlove for his People, and
the hope of beginning a new life ma land still
strange to him. What will you do to help him in his
struggle?
Keep the promise

Near the Reverend John
Grauel, Protestant Minister,
fighter in the Haganah and
volunteer crew member on the
Ship Exodus in 1947, and a
resident of Jerusalem,
speak on Israel.
Friday Feb. 14, 12:00 pm in the
Umunhum Room, Student Union
Public invited
Send Contributions to
Israel Emergency Fund
Jewish Student Center
441 S. 10th St. S.J.

was never like this.

- Emmanuelle is sensual, but she’s
elegant. Emmanuelle is fantasy, but
she’s fun. But most important she leaves
you with a singular lack of guilt.
This extraordinary film allows all of
us to look unflinchingly into the face
of sensuality for perhaps the first time.
And that’s the clue to its overwhelming
popularity. It’s the first film of its kind that
lets you feel good without feeling bad.
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suspects, is the reason tor
their being missing.

Giant conspiracy
The 27 year-old Rhodes has
been
investigating
assasinations since the 1963
JFK killing. He believes that
the
two
Kennedy
assasinations and the Martin
King
Luther
Jr.
assasinations were part of a
giant conspiracy, and he
backs his convictions with
some interesting facts.
Rhodes will discuss the
film and his personal experiences, and he will expound upon his theories.
There will be a questionanswer session following the
presentation.
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Hoffman magnificent in Lenny

DUSTIN HOFFMANHis Lenny is charmingly naughty,
though not as naughty as the real thing.
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Councilwoman Wilson has dropped back in
By Robin McNabb
an Jose City Counoman Susanne B. Wilson
SJSU dropoutwho has
pped back in.
Twelve years ago I
ed studying at SJSU but
pped out three times,"
lathed the councilwoman
mg a Monday afternoon
rview in the Student
.on.
Since I started school 28
rs ago I’ve had majors in
ic and drama, math, and
ory and government,"
said.
Right now, I am going to
h the general education
tiirements for political
nce," she said.
oncerning campus
Susiewho
blems,
ers to be called just
tstressed the need
cooperation between
U’s administration and
city council in finding
utions to the problems at
d.
The city council and the
inistration should get
ether and work at
using the attention of
se city departments it
uld take to solve problems
the campus community,"
explained.
’Are the campus comity problems solely the
y’s or are they joint
blems?" she asked.
peaking frankly about the
mpus community and its

Photos by Michael Hernandez

"I program myself"
problems of limited parking,
board and care homes, the
limited student housing and
halfway houses, Susie said
adUniversity’s
the
ministration could be looking
at these problems more
appraisingly.
Understand realities
She also raised questions
of her own.
"They
the university’s
administration) understand
the realities and problems
facing the campus community but how are they
looking at those problems?"
policies
or
-What
guidelines do they have to
help solve the situation? Do

"Have to...rectify"

"A good relationship"
they use their influence to
aid in the solution of the
existing situation?" she
asked.
Susie noted "any contact
with
the
SJSU
administration and the city
council has always been
council initiated." It has
never been initiated by the
administration," she said.
"SJSU students and the
good
council have a
relationship," she said.
One would think being a
student and a council
member would be hard to
manage, but Susie moves
coolly through her hectic

daily schedule of council
business, various meetings
with city officials, classes,
and a rigorous three hour
study session.
How does she do it?
Organization, that’s how.
"I program myself," she
explained as she held up a
neatly typed 3 x 5 card with
hourly notations of her nine
scheduled appointments for
the day.
The smartly dressed,
blonde ,haired, council
member is definitely a busy
woman, but as she said, "I
have to be productive."
Many roles
Along with being coun-

lderlies tuition plan gains

Academic Senate voices okay

ii

in

n a unanimous vote, the
ademic Senate Monday
proved the resolution
posed by the Student
fairs Committee to suprt the concept of State
nate Bill 274, the Retired
University
xpayers
ogram Act.
he SJSU Academic
nate will now recommend
the Board of Trustees of

State
California
the
University and College
System that they support the
bill. It is currently in the
Education Committee of the
State Senate
awaiting
hearing on the floor.
The bill if passed by the
state legislature,would allow
persons 60 years of age and
over to attend SJSU without
requring the application for

cilwoman and student, not to
mention her role as wife of
an I.B.M. electrical engineer
and mother of three sons,
Susie is currently chairwoman of the Community
Development Bloc Grant
( CDBG) steering committee.
The CDBG is a federal
subsidy program that has
provided San Jose with $18
million as of Jan. 1.
The CDBG was designed to
provide localities with funds
of
purpose
the
for
eliminating slums and blight
decent
providing
and
housing for persons of low
and moderate incomes.
According to Susie, half of
the 818 million is going to the
Mayfair,
Olinder,
Meadowfair, Gardener and
Alviso areas on the north

spartaguide
WEDNESDAY
Spartan Oriocci will meet at
12:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden room.
AS. Program Board presents
"Cabaret" at 7 and 10 p.m. at
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Cost is 50 cents.
Filipino Students Ad Hoc
Committee will meet at 5
p.m. to have an initial
meeting for students interested in forming a
Filipino-American
association.
SJSU Karate Club meet
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 3:30 p.m. in PER

admission fee and the the bill may not include
regular session registration
students who attend under
fees.
the program on the Full
An amendment was added Time
Equivalency
to the resolution at the enrollment (FTE), Larsen
request of Charles (Mac) said, "It’s all very well to
Larsen,
professor
of extend generosities to our
mathematics and State retired taxpayers, but it is
Academic Senator from something else entirely to
SJSU.
not count them on the faculty
work load."
Expressing concern that

Wallet returned
)y ’honest man’
Accounting senior Lloyd Hargett, 30, found a wallet early
hursday morning containing $100 cash.
After finding the wallet, Hargett notified the owner, who in
rn notified the Spartan Daily.
Roy Lackey, a singer for the band "King Bee," lost the
allet at 3 a.m. Thursday on San Carlos Street near 11th
reet.
The wallet remained in the street for over four hours before
argett spotted it.
"I don’t need $100 enough to rip it off," said Hargett.
"I looked at the driver’s license, and he didn’t look like he
ad much money to spare. It turned out to be his rent
oney," Hargett said.
Lackey said he didn’t expect the money to be returned,
oting, "I don’t know any student that’s wealthy.
"He’s an accounting major," said Lackey, adding, "It
in’t hurt him at all for people to know he’s an honest man."
Asked if he was tempted to keep the money, Hargett aditted the thought had crossed his mind.
’III had taken the money," said Hargett, "I wouldn’t have
een able to look myself in the eye. I think I did the right
ing."

GOING SKIING
DURING

SPRING SEMESTER
ANTIFREEZE
PARKING

TUNE-UP

SILVA

STUDENT
SPECIAL
Si 00 off with
ASH Li i

Studio
Theatre
adult entertainment
urn., 1st and San Salwadore

"GOOD MORNING" MENU
A quick breakfast away from
home doesn’t have to mean
cold cereal. McDonald’s now
has hotcakes and sausage every
morning. 7 am -11 am weekdays
8 am- 11 am weekends
NI MI

El ’MI IMP

HOTCAKES
SAUSAGE
COFFEE
JUICE

TIRES

BATTERIES

the state Department of
Public Works.
The present north wing of
the library will continue to
be used as an administration
building, he explained, while
the south and central wings
will be used to house a
resource center for all
Northern California State
Colleges and Universities.

Approval must be received
from the state Department
of Finance before an architect can be hired to draw
up a new set of plans, he
said.
The new plans, pending
state approval, will not include the 200 faculty offices
on prior drawings, Brazil
said, because SJSU has not
grown as fast as previously
anticipated.
The final drawings will be
sent out to contractors for
bids after funds are appropriated and the working
drawings completed, he
said.
construction
Hopefully,
will begin in June 1976, said
Brazil, but a definite date
can’t be set until final
drawings are finished and
approved by both the state
Department of Finance and

18 S 410 - close to 5JS11 library

Ida’s Tuxedo Rental
has
Sled, white, blue, black gra \,
King GeorgeTom Jones

cummerbunds, studs, and
suspenders.
We rent suits, too.
3805. 1st. S.J.
292-9102

15% Discount
on
-Leashes
-Brushes
’Vitamins
’other Accessories
in, expires 2-26-/b

unimmenimminis-meemnion
28 Varieties of Pet Food
We Feed Them All"
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i
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r
1 TO RECEIVE A
CANVAS
i
.
i
107.
PAPER
1
MATBOARD ,DISCOUNT
: CARD! i
EASELS
WITH STUDENT 1.0.1
-- PENS & PENCILS

CERAMICS
JEWELRY
SILKSCREEN
PRINTING
DECOUPAGE
MACRAME
BATIK
ENAMELING

& MUCH MORE
10,0 DISCOUNT TO ALL
ART STUDENTS
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9
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Limit 1 per customer
Pel

meammetweallreepir

GOING
FORMAL?

1633 S. First Street
293-6232
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279.
THURSDAY
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible Study at 11:30
a.m, in the S.U. Guadalupe
room.
The Women’s Artist Group
will meet at 5 p.m. in Art 131.
Asian American Studies
presents "Zatoichi verses
the one Armed Swordsman"
and "Snowlady" at the
Camera One theater, 366 S.
First St., at 7 p.m. today and
tomorrow, at 1:30 and 5:30
p.m. Saturday and at 1:30
p.m. on Sunday. Cost to
Students is $1.50.

GO

Brothers Art Marts
Aaron
world’s largest selection of picture frames
944 BLOSSOM HILL ROAD

Expires March 15

SINCE 1936

With a flickering smile and
quick glance at her watch,
Susie hurriedly rcounted her
entrance into city politics.
"A woman called me up on
the phone and said don’t give
me ananswer now,but would
you consider running for San
Jose City Council?"
And she did.

A N-JAN

)

IVE11

GOOD ONLY AT 3rd & San Carlos St
Downtown, San Jose

NICOnauldS

"managed growth."
If people developing San
Jose 10 years ago had a
managed growth pattern we
wouldn’t have the problems
that we have today," she
said.
"We have to work to
rectify some of the mistakes
of the past and try not to
make too many mistakes in
the future," she added.
Susie explained San Jose
has two years of "pocket
filling" before running out of
land in the urban service
area.
"If we don’t add land from
the urban reserve, we are
going to create an artificial
market that will bring inflated prices for land," she
warned.

Feed and Pet Supply

osts force library redesign
"I’m not going to hold my scrapping the half-million
’eath waiting for the new dollar original design, to
SJSU stay within the funds
said
brary,"
xecutive Vice President allocated by the state, Brazil
said.
urton Brazil.
The estimated cost of the
As presently designed, the
brary can’t be built library in 1968 was less than
!cause the 12 per cent $12 million but the cost has
um’ inflation rate has since climbed to more than
ished the cost of con- $18 million, he said.
New earthquake and fire
ruction above the $14.7
iillion allocated by the safety standards set by the
ate, according to Brazil. state have also pushed up
The new library must be the cost of construction,
redesigned, Brazil added.
mipletely

side of San Jose.
The monies will be spent
for
"housing
there
rehabilitation, street improvements, and parks," she
said.
"These are the areas that
ranked highest in priority"
as determined by the
steering committee, she
explained.
The other half of the $18
million will be spent on
urban renewal with the San
Antonio Mall and the Park
Center Plaza slated as
targets for CDBG spending
by the committee, she said.
Future growth
The question of future
growth in San Jose is dear to
the councilwoman. She said
"filling in the pockets" of the
city’s helter-skelter growth
pattern is needed through

VISO

OS

JUST EAST OF ALMADEN EXPWY.
578-2430
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Rugby player -coach’s dream
comes true; SJSU beats Cal

John Rosenfield

LOOSE BALLTwo Cal players in white jerseys( pursue ball N4hile several Spartans give chase in action Saturday.

- Sports editor

Steve Lopez_
The nation’s economy is slouching, sales are drooping and
the only places doing much business are unemployment
offices. It’s the kind of time when steak people eat hamburger, hamburger people eat hamburger plus, and hamburger plus people, both the obese and the slim, go on diets.
As baseball season creeps upon us the name of one person
who won’t lose any sleep over the state of affairs and won’t
worry about dieting pops upJim (Catfish) Hunter. The 28year-old right handed pitcher recently signed a five-year,
$3.75 million pact with the New York Yankees calling for
about $200,000 in annual salary plus numerous bonuses.
Contract broken
Last year’s American League Cy Young Award winner
became a free agent when Oakland A’s owner Charles 0.
Finley breached Catfish’s 1974 contract. Hunter’s
availability ignited the most heated bidding war in baseball
history.
Major League Baseball, which is exempt from particular
federal laws ( e.g., antitrust violations) must also consider
itself exempt from national efforts to combat high prices and
reinforce the sagging economy.
The astronomical figure awarded Hunter will do neither.
Catfish, who has won 20 or more games in each of the last
four years, certainly cannot be blamed for any wrong doing.
"I’ve set my family up for life,’, Hunter remarked after
applying his multi-million dollar signature to the contract.
Owners will pay
But baseball’s owners began digging their own graves with
the outlandish bidding. The owners can argue that Hunter’s
case is a rare one, and indeed, a free agent of Hunter’s
caliber is a baseball rarity. But it will set a trend.
What, for instance, will long-time Yankee ace Mel Stottlemyre be thinking when contract talks come around. If
Hunter is worth nearly $4 million, then by comparison he
must certainly be worth at least $2 million.
And what about the Yankees’ or any other team’s reserve
catcher or utility infielder. Fifty-thousand dollars for them
doesn’t sound too far out of line now, not by comparison,
anyhow.
Arbitration benefits players
In the past, the owners have benefited from a system which
allowed them to negotiate contracts with the players head to
head. But as of last year, players unhappy with their owner’s
offer can take their case to arbitration, wherein a federal
mediator makes the final decision. And Hunter’s salary will
be a definite plus for players in arbitration.
Baseball has been protected from ridiculously huge
salaries by the reserve clause, which binds a player to one
team and eliminates bidding. Professional basketball and
before the merger, football too, had no such luxury.
Owners from pro basketball’s ABA and NBA battle
feverishly for the services of college basketball’s top stars,
with crippling results. Several ABA reams have folded and
the average salary in the NBA hovers near the $100,000 mark,
putting teams with less than robust attendance figures in the
red, financially.
Fans to pay price
Although the reserve clause will still protect baseball from
a similar disaster, the effects of the Hunter case will
definitely take their toll on both owners and fans. It’s the fans
who must pick up part of the tab for higher salaries in the
form of higher ticket prices.
Had the owners been cool, they’d have mutually agreed to
maintain a semblance of sanity in bidding for Hunter. Maybe
it’s too much to ask of prosperous and ambitious men.
But as inflation hits the owners harder and harder and the
huge salaries become more difficult to pay, maybe then the
owners’ cries will be as loud as Catfish Hunter’s salary.

judoists
triumph
’The all-powerful SJSU
judo squad captured the
team championship at the
Far Western Collegiate
Championships at Cal State
Hayward over the weekend.
The Spartans are to judo
what UCLA is to basketball.
For the past 13 seasons,
SJSU has won the national
championship.
And coach Yosh Uchida
believes that this could
number 14. "We’re a lot
stronger than last year, but
so is everyone else."
Uchida was pleased with
his team’s performance at
Hayward. "We did very well,
but we need some heavier
men."
The Spartans took five out
of six first places compared
with last year’s four of six.
SJSU dominated things so
that in the 165-pound class,
defending NCAA 154-pound
champ, Kei Nakni, was
by
Spartan
defeated
teammate John Baggott for
the title.
Other champions were
freshman Mike
Kessler
(139), Randy Sumida (154),
Mike Marr ( 205 ) and captain
Dan
Kikuchi
(Heavyweights).
Next action for the judoists
will be Feb. 19 at UC
Berkeley against the Bears,
Cal State Hayward and the
University of San Francisco.

Basketballers
accompanied
by pep band
SJSU’s basketball team
will have some added support when they travel to
Southern California for
games
Thursday
and
Saturday.
The SJSU Pep Band will
travel to both the Cal State
Fullerton (Thursday) and
San Diego State (Saturday)
games.
The 20-piece jazz-rock will
be playing at all five
PCAA games
remaining
involving SJSU.
While in San Diego
Saturday, the band will also
play concerts at the San
Diego Zoo, Sea World and
Mission Bay High School.
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15 starters, seven had played
with or been coached by him.
Buchanan said he is "good
friends" with his former Cal
teammates and did not
receive much special attention or pointed comments
from them this year.
In last season’s two
matches, both won by Cal,
Buchanan said he took "all
sorts of raspberries" from
the Bears.
He said the return match
between SJSU and Cal
March 5 in Berkeley should
be highly spirited.
The 27 -year-old went to Cal
in 1971 to finish his university
work after beginning at
Auckland University in
Auckland, New Zealand.
His coach at Auckland had
received his doctorate from
Cal in the 1950s and was
instrumental in helping
Buchanan get to Berkeley.
In the midst of his 21st
year of competitive rugby,
the SJSU kicking specialist
began playing at the age of
five.

Uchida’s

Owners will pay
for Catfish fiasco

SPARTAN

By Nick Nasch
A goal came to being for
rugby player-coach Terry
Buchanan last weekend
SJSU beat UC Berkeley, 1312.
"It’s been my ambition
since coming here to coach
the players into the same
class of rugby as Cal," he
stated in even tones.
Cal is considered to be one
of the top rugby teams in the
Bay Area and West Coast, he
noted.
Buchanan had played for
Cal from 1971 to 1973 while
obtaining his B.A. in
sociology at Berkeley.
Since 1973 he has been at
SJSU playing rugby and
working towards a M.A. in
instructional technology,
which he will receive in
June.
Big game
The New Zealand native
said the Cal match was a
"big game for me."
He added that the game
was "very emotionally
charged" for him for of Cal’s

$10.00 per month
377-2935

277 3175

r

Bowles, Mickey trip

Ken Mickey
shirt.
Guevara said that redshirting must be a player’s
own decision, not one of the
coaches’.
"Nobody here knew about
this (Bowles’ and Mickey’s
ineligibility to red-shirt)
until I received a phone call
from Post," Guevara said.
Bowles, a sophomore
forward, was placed on the
varsity roster by Guevara,
but due to his inexperience
was not going to see much
action this year. Don Orndorff, Earl Hogue and
Ronnie Fair are ahead of
Bowles in the front line,
Guevara said.
Bowles would probably be
seeing more action next
season, said Guevara,
because Orndorff will be
being
By
graduating.
allowed to red-shirt this
year, Bowles could have
three more years to play, but
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Join the Fun
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10:30- 12:30
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NEW YORK
FILM CRITICS AWARD

now he only has two years of
eligibility left.
He is currently playing
regularly on the junior
varsity squad and also
suiting up for varsity contests, but will see limited
varsity action unless the
Spartans need him in an
emergency , said JV coach
Joe Jennum.
Mickey, a junior guard,
started for the varsity last
year, but with the addition of
Pat Barrett, Dennis Black
and Wynn Wilson in the
backcourt, Mickey was
losing his starting spot, said
Guevara.
Guevara suggested that
Mickey red-shirt so he would
have two years of eligibility
left, and Mickey agreed.
Mickey played sparingly
Dec. 14 against North
Dakota State, after learning
he couldn’t red-shirt. Since
then he has been sidelined
with an injured back according to varsity assistant
coach Dave Waxman.
Waxman said he will try to
retain Mickey’s chance to
red-shirt.
Since Athletes in Action is
not an NCAA organization,
all contests against them
don’t count in the team’s
season record and individual
stats aren’t recorded.

SPARKS
Sky:Ma

themselves.
He said rugby "calls
more total skills of a pla
than football.
The biggest prol
football players hay
adapting to rugby, accost
to Buchanan, is advar
the ball without any bloc
front teammates.

WINNER

Red-shirt red tape
By Ross Farrow
Coach Ivan Guevara never
varsity
his
thought
basketball team’s season
opener with Athletes In
Action Nov. 25 could have
any significance except for
giving his squad a workout.
But to two players, Larry
Bowles and Ken Mickey,
participation in that contest
has changed the course of
their careers.
Bowles and Mickey intended to red -shirt this
season, but since they played
against Athletes in Action, a
Campus Crusade for Christ
from
organization
Arrowhead Springs, Ca.
They will not be permitted
to.
Red -shirting gives an
athlete an opportunity to use
an extra year up to use up his
eligibility.
Many players red-shirt
because they may not have a
chance to play much one
year, so they sit out a season.
Both Guevara and TV head
Joe Jennum believed that
Bowles and Mickey could
play the one contest without
losing their chance to redshirt.
But Dr. Dick Post , SJSU
faculty athletic representative, discovered at a PCAA
meeting in Long Beach in
December that although
games against Athletes in
Action do not count in the
standings, anyone playing in
that game loses his chance to
red-shirt.
Post said he talked to
Brown,
either Warren
associate director of the
NCAA, or a member of his
staff, who said that Bowles
and Mickey couldn’t red-

"Kicking is something I’ve
always done fairly well,"
Buchanan noted, adding that
his father taught him how to
kick with both feet.
A rugby player can attempt to drop kick the ball
through the goal post at any
time.
But Buchanan said drop
kicks ( worth three points)
must attempted at an opportune time or the player
will be "flattened" or have
his kick blocked.
On
the
SJSU
side
Buchanan plays inside back,
a position which allows him
to communicate easily to the
eight forwards as well as his
six fellow backs.
Of the many Spartan
football players on the rugby
squad, he said the two games
are related though rugby is
not as specialized.
On rugby, first and
seconds teams are such
footballers as offensive
tackles John Blain and Ron
Collins and linebackers Carl
Ekern and Larry Zajonc.
Not as explosive
Buchanan said rugby does
not require as much explosiveness as football, but
forces its players to pace

99c

$1.95

2. HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIEND,

1.50
Ballentine
by Newman & Berkowitz
3.1 AIN’T MUCH, BABYBUT I’M ALL I’VE GOT,
1.75
Fawcett
by Lair
4. THE ESSENTIAL LENNY BRUCE, ed. by Cohen
1.50
Bal(entine
5. ALL THE PRESIDENT’S MEN, by Bernstein and
1.95
Warner
Woodward
6. THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE,
1.75
Dell
by Marchetti & Marks
7. THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
Simon & Schuster
8. THE GLASS INFERNO, by Scortia & Robinson
1.75
Pocket Books
(Many students will remember that Thomas Scortia
appeared eta lecturer in our Student Union last year
along with Robert Silverberg, Theodore Sturgeon,
David Gerrold, and other science ficition "greats.")
9. ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL,
1.75
Bantam
by Herriot
1.75
Bantam
10. JAWS, by Benchley

Breakfast Special
a

$1.10
HAPPY HOUR
2:30-5:00
Hours; Mon.Thurs., 6:30 am
Friday, 6:30am- 5:00prn

9:00 pm

275 E. San Fernando
(ACROSS FROM DUDLEY
.$)MOORHEAD HALL)
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’Stumpy’ Black repeats previous success
t

1 t,

Pete Tobla

Dennis Black

By Dan Bertellotti
Stumpy would be an apt
nickname.
Dennis Black, the third
guard on the SJSU basketball team, is the smallest
member of the team, six-feet
tall. But he’s one of the
sturdiest, built like a sparkplug.
Pat Barrett, a starting
guard, is four inches taller,
but weighs the same as
Black.
Black was one of the key
factors in Saturday’s big 7773 win over San Diego State.
He came off the bench,
getting a lot of playing time
and performed very well.
Four key buckets
At one point, Black hit
three straight baskets and
assisted on another to Don
Orndorff. Those four field
goals gave SJSU a crucial
six-point lead, 72-66, with
3:36 to go.
Two of Black’s buckets
were on driving layups. He
showed no fear whatsoever

Spartan Daily

sports
of San Diego’s 6 -foot-8
jumping jack center, Will
Connelly
Connelly.
flyswatted the second layup,
for
called
but
was
goaltending.
As the game got down to
the closing minutes, Black’s
play seemed to improve. He
really should be used to
pressure by now.
Black is a junior college
transfer from Alan Hancock
College in Santa Maria, the
state JC basketball champion in 1974.

Gary Fair’s knockdown
of ref termed ’accidental’
By Ross Farrow
JV basketball star Gary Fair, suspended
for the remaider of the season for knocking
down an official in Saturday’s contest with
Cal, said the incident was accidental, but
was glad he was suspended.
According to Fair, a Cal player was
taking a jump shot over Fair with the
Bears leading by four points, and Fair was
charged with his fith foul, disqualifying
’him from the game.
Fair said he had made no contact with
the player. "I was called for four fouls in
three or four minutes, and I knew the fifth
was coming," said Fair.
Fair said he smiled when the fifth foul
was called, threw his hands up and walked
toward the bench.
The referee was running in the same
direction to retrieve the ball, but Fair said
he did not see him. Contact was made and
the ref fell to the floor.
The officials immediately halted the
game and awarded Cal the win by forfeit.
Fair said the official bumped wasn’t the

official who made the foul call on him.
"I have nothing against him," Fair said
of the official.
JV coach Joe Jennum said the officials
were calling an "inconsistent" game, and
Fair agreed. He said he wasn’t mad
because the refs were making bad calls.
"If I were mad, I would only be mad at
myself," Fair said. "It was only an accident, what can I do about it?"
"It was a good thing I was suspended
because I would feel that I would have to
quit the team," said Fair. He explained
that when the same official refs the
Spartans again, he might make calls
against the Spartans if he (Fair) is on the
floor.
Fair was rumored to be quitting school
and returning to his home in Bakerfield,
but he laughed at the apparent misunderstanding, explaining that he’s going
home for the three-day holiday this
weekend.
"My mother’s going to be surprised
when she hears about this," Fair chuckled.

5ilas: ’Recession
affecting NBA’
NEW YORK ( AP )- The
cession that is gripping the
Iation is going to have a
iajor effect on negotiations
etween National Basketball
ssociation players and
wriers when their collective
ergaining agreement exkes later this year, says
paul Silas, head of the NBA
rlayers Association.
"Negotiations really are
bing to be tough because of
ne state of the nation’s
Iconomy," says the rugged
-foot-7, 215-pound Boston
!eltics’ forward.
"The financial climate of
he country is not good at this
line.
I "The fans will be saying,
They’re making all that
honey and they still want
nore." NBA players are the
lighest paid in sports.
’though their minimum
:Wary is only $20,000, the
atest figures show the
nedian salary is 865,000 and
he mean salary is ;90,000.
The last contract between
he owners and players was
iegotiated three years ago.
Ft expries June 1. Silas says,
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Box Office OPenS 6 15
Show Starts 6.45
Children under 6 Free

51.75 Por
Mercedes Carreno In
"LA CHOC A"
"LOS JINETES"
DE LA BRUJA"

Rated PG
Dean Martin in
"MR. !UGC.
Richard Benjamin In
"WEST WORLD"
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announcements
Help
LEARN SELF HYPNOSIS
yourself to improved grades, irn
improved
proved perception,
memory, improved concentration,
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371.2992.
BALLET-College age classes at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for begipnim and in
termediate students Small classes,
individual
attention.
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241 1300.

NATURE DESIGNS FOCUS
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes. styles
and colors. Traditional creamy
while, flowery pastels, bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding Invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer for
SJSU students-Present this ad and
receive a special discount on any
order.
Town and County Duplicating
10321 S. SunnyvaleSaratega Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 2S3.1131.
ART CLASS.WORKSHOP: Sculpture
bronze casting, Learn Fundamental
mold making
and
Casting
techniques in local working artist’s
studio. Evening sessions Tues.
Thurs. 6-10 P.M. for 3 weeks. Feb 25
to Mar 13. Fee -35 M. Limited
enrollment. Deadline Feb. 11. Call
5701909 Or 259.4901 for further in
tormation.

ORGANIC FOOD CONSPIRACY.
Food Stamps accepted. If interested
Call 295,7454.

Is Merits little child still in you? Then
A Phi 0 brings to you DUMB THE
FLYING ELEPHANT this Friday,
Feb. 14. Only 50 cents. Two shows: 7
10 pm. Morris Dailey And plus
several Road Runner cartoons See
you there’

411Er

Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs. Major repairs on
Foreign cars. Minor only on
American cars. Ex. VW tune up 525
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 747 3164

30
south 1,
ilitalcentral ave.
campbell calif.
aiSk.,

lathers a little child still In your Then
A Phi 0 brings to you DUMB THE
FLYING ELEPHANT this Friday,
Feb 14. Only 50cents Two shows 7
I. 10 pm Morris Dailey And plus
several Road Runner cartoons See
you there!

PRESENTS

at the corner of
Story & King Rds.
(next to Dick’s Mkt.):

BUDDY GUY
5.1
JR. WELLS
‘NO

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 13
Plenty to Eat & Drink
$2.00 - must be 21

1

John 1. Waugh

s-large variety
Flocked Velvet
52.50 each New summer king size
tapestries $5.50. Incense pack of 7S
for SO cents. LLLLL variety of pat
dies, Iron transfers Imported
walking canes from Ind. Popes and
paraphanalias. Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. 110 E. San Fernando
St.
Faculty Club Membership qualified
person reduced rate. 140111 3384749.
TURQUOISE
HANDCRAFTED
JEWELRY with genuine stone and
sterling silver setting Rings,
and
bracelets at
necklaces
REASONABLE prices. Contact
Denny 995-3054 Or Arnie 998 1370.

San Jose Residence Club Coed
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking, linen a. maid
service, color T.V. Ping pang, kit
chen facilities, inside courtyard.
grand piano, free coffee 21.50 week
share; 79 50-84.50 Mo. share,
109.50-up single. 202 So. 11M St.
Pho. 293 7374.

TAN IBM ELECTRIC TYPEW
RISER. ELITE TYPE Good con
dition 5I2S 377.9141.

help wanted
"JOBS IN ALASKA" handbook-how
to work and live in Alaska. Latest
pipeline information. 13.00. KIA.
Box 7, Norwich Vt. 05055.

Mother Olsons-10 locations-19.50 8.
20.50 wk share, 27.50 I 28.50 wk
single-discount or Monthly rates
122 N. 0th St. Pho. 2937371

Cull
ve for major
insurance company. Exciting new
insurance plan for seniors and
graduate students. Income can go as
high as 5200 per week for 20 hours
Per week of time. Call Mr. Anderson
or Jackson 267 2700.

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED)
House nr. Eastridge & 280. Own
room. Furn, color TV, fireplace.
SIO0 mu. S util. 23E3574 Keith.
Female roommate wanted, own room
&bath in 3 b.r house in Willow GIN:
util, last mo. rent
S100 rno
depoSit. Call 267 7590.

WANTED INTERVIEWS WITH
FACULTY AND AD
CONCERNING
MINISTRATORS
PUBLIC LAW t3.380 (STUDENT
RECORD ACCESS PROViSiONSi
RESEARCH
PROJECT
FOR
PURPOSES ONLY ALL COM
NiUNiCATiONS CONFIDENTIAL
CALL 14151 797.9416 COLLECT

Cottage for Rent: South 7th St., 2 srn
bdrrns Util paid Tel 292.9719
evens. or 294.0179
Furnished 1 Bdrm. apt. Clean, quiet,
comfortable water & garbage pd
tenant parking. S135 mu., 633 So. Ith
St Call 292.1019. 2118.7474.

COACH NEEDED
Well qualified aquatics person to
coach age group Swim Club.
Contact Piedmont Hills Swim Club
P0 Box 3373 San JOSe, CA95116

STUDIO L 1 ER. APTS. 110 8. 130.
713LK FROM CAMPUS 275 6333.
LEAVE MESSAGE

WITH
IIIVIS
WANTED-I
HAVE
WHO
STUDENTS
REVIEWED THEIR RECORDS IN
SCHOOL FILES SINCE ENACT.
MENT OF PUBLIC LAW 93,310
(PROVIDING ACCESS TO THEIR
BY
RECORDS
SCHOOL
STUDENTS). FOR RESEARCH
PROJECT PURPOSES ONLY. ALL
COMMUNICATIONS CON.
FIDENTIAL. CALL (415) 717.9416
COLLECT.
ParItime people to teach free en
Unwise to potential entrepreneurs
Call Marsal Assoc.. ph 257 3305.0 12
noon, and 6.710 P.M. No exp. nec
SEA GULL is looking for BASS
KEYBOARD
and
PLAYER
PLAYER to work on originals We
are influenced by Chick Corea,
Weather Report, Stanley Clark, Yes,
ELP. Call Tire or Bob 298 6056

lost and found
Found: Silver bracelet with turquoise
Feb 7 al DMH Identify and pay ad
Call eves 663 2771

personals
Single Adults. Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship 8. Bible
study, 8 45- 10.15 arn. Sundays, Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears,
San Carlos 11 Meridian) Provision
for children.
MEN-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS?
No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Perfect
summer lob or career Send S.3 00 for
information SEAFAX Dept C
P0 Box 2049. Port Angeles.
98367

Wanted: Handyman (person)) 54 per
hour. Must be adept at most
plumbing repairs. Call Don 2957430

-.is
My tomparn, 15 so 1 onsithed
IlLe
your lohn Roberts (
Ring. we heieby
Met to buy it bill k if you dont hanl
to keep II alter graduation
sire h, iris Niladium rings on display no,’

Wednesday, Thursday,
February 12, 13,14
9:30-6:00 pm at the

housing

"in the Student

SPACE FOR STUDIOOR WORK
SHOP FROM 591472 8331
SANTA CRUZ A I LOCATION
Understanding female sought to share
apt, with sensitive young man.
W.C.P. and voice defect. Call 3911.
2301I after 5:00 P.m.
large twobedroom twoGirl to
bath apt. in S’vale complex wilt’
pool Donna 247 0285 eves 5117.

("classified Rates
One

day
$150
2.00
2.50
3.00

Two
days

Three Four
days days

2.00 2.25
2.50 2.75
3.00 3.25
3.50 3.75
Each additional line add:
50
50
.50
3
4
5
6

Imes
lines
lines
lines

F

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

days
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

50

.50

I, Help Wanted

ei Services

0 Housing

Transportation

a Lost and Found

Travel

a Personals

Will someone please tell Barbara
Clemens that lion. Mr very muchBM.
Wholesale Waterbeds,trom one of
largest frame mfgr Call 245 5709
eves aft

lam=
BRIDAL FAME PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area. One low price of SRI Includes
the
full
service
of
a
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER, 60 color prints of your
Motet
gold and white "Our
wedding" album, a complete set of
color slides, and BRIDE KEEPS
ALL NEGATIVES. There is no extra
charge for photgraphy anywhere in
Northern California. and no time
limits. Additional retouched tex
hoed color prints may be purchased
at any time, with S x l’s at 11.00
each. and So 10’s at STOO each All
work is guaranteed to your
satisfaction make an appointment
to see our samples- then decide
Open every evening until 10 PM
For FREE BRIDAL PACKET call
257 3161

Your paper read, edited for a modest
lee Experenced and thorough
Tutorial approach Expert typing
Short notice Joe 371.4497.
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers Term
SERVICE
manuscripts -letters. 75 cents a
Page. Kitty Carter 262 1923.
ARIS...AMSTERDAM
MADRID. LONDON
STUDENT 1.0. CARDS
SHIPS,, RAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHTS YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS...FREE TRAVEL IN.
FOR...INTEREUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS. WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD ...CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 231 E. Santa Clara, No. 710,
SAN JOSE CA 91113 14011 217-1301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN 9ain -12
FREE CALENDARS TO STUDENTS
Self service dry cleaned sweaters,
pants, blouses, most dresses 25
KeIy & Losoise’s
cents EACH
Cleaners 555 E Santa Clara at 12th
Noah’s Ark PreSchool 730 So Second
St . San Jose, phone 275 0461 Rates
Full time -S90 Per month. Part
time -S3 per J day or SS Per full
day Qualified staff Friendly at
fenosphere
Experienced Thesis Typis-Master’s
Marianne
Reports-Dissertations
Ave
Escobar
Tarnberg- 137
Telephone 356.4248. Los Gatos

Professional Typist, last, accurate.
dependable Nirs. Alice Emmerich
2192064
. Gentle,
WEDDING PHOT
All Natural Color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for detads
Photography by Dale Maggio 792
2601 Evenings

WRITING AND RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE.
TYPING, EDITING
CALL 969 4620
VW REPAIR: Tune up 520 That’s a
total tune up Low prices, all work
guar. BIKE REPAIR SIO and that
bike will be like new Save gas
money Call Carl at 769 2409
-COUPLES WORKSHOP THIS WKND.
TO
FREE
15 &
16
FEB
STUDENTS STAFF ft PARTNERS
201 m 277 2762 tor
ADMiN
RESER,/

travel
EUROPE -ISRAEL -AFRICA -ORIENT Student flights year rayed
Contact ISCA 11687 San Vincenii
Blvd number 4 L S Calif 9004,
TEL 1213) 5265669. 9160955
LOW COSI TRAVEL
Europe. Orient &Sou, America
TRAVEL CENTER
2435 Durant AVM!,
Berkeley Ca 94704
14151 Sal 7000
Sim the world and earn units at flu
same time Mis summer through
travel study Programs from thr
SJSU summer session office Mori
than 36 individual programs af
available In such locations a’
Europe. South America. the Sou.
Pacific and hie Orient For .n
formation call inel 777 2187, v.sii
the office in Ji 1360

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces

Print name

Check a Classification
O Automotive

Happy Valentine’s Day to Oar
Favorite Valentine, Steve Boner.
Love Jeanne. Nan. Hello

TYPING
SHORT
NOTICE
REASONABLE My home-267 3119.

tor each line)

.35
.35
.35
.35

Minimum Three Linos One Day

Entertainment
L0
o For Sale

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everyMing florist does at
the price with twice the Quality
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years Of
satisfied customers. Phone 9941252
for free estimate.

Professional writer seeking interviews
with racially mixed married
couples. For sensitive portrayal of
interracial marriage. 961 2323.
extension 324, 8.4 p.m.

Each
addi
liona 1
day

Semester rate tall issues) $2500

ii Announcements

Union"

removed
Hair
Unwanted
professionally by a Registered
Nurse ElectrologIst. Ph. 265 1440 1 1
PM 2186 Lincoln Ave.

with a
Spartan Daily
Classified Ad!

Studio Apt. Furnished on N 7th Exec.
cond. Rent 1130.00 Dep. 1100.00
Pacheco L Associates 2443630,

Friday

Sftevrteut Eatizaale

Buy It, Sell It,
Find It, Say It

GUITAR PLAYER L SINGER
NEEDED
FOR "OUT TO LUNCH DELI"
CALL GENE 794 7575

for sale

.01042

I don’t know you...
But I do know this:
If you wear one
of my rings
while you’re here you’ll keep it!
Or I’ll buy it bat k!

classified

kinds
Sandwiches-all
Sprout
HERO’S. We accept Food Stamps,
126E. San Salvador Wm, 3rd and 4th
Sts.

CENTER

926-4330
or**************

[

automotive

.11-2

Hancock was
one of
Although it wasn’t his
Guevara’s reasons for using season high in points, the 10
him Saturday. Guevara he scored may have been the
brought him in when SDSU biggest of his short career at
switched to a zone defense; SJSU.
he wanted Black to run the
Black was just one of three
offense.
outstanding
guards
Black’s best game
recruited by assistant coach
"Black is a playrnaker Dave Waxnian. Barrett
with a lot of skill," said played at Cypress College
Guevara.
"He
played last year and Wynn Wilson
probably his best game was a small-JC standout at
against San Diego."
Menlo College.

For the third straight the Aztecs. He also added Kovach, was held to a
week, an SJSU basketball five blocked shots and did a measley three rebounds by
player has been named good job of keeping Aztec Hogue and his frontcourt
PCAA player of the week. center Will Connelly (three mates, Rick Darnell, Ron
The Spartans’ 6 -foot -5 inches bigger) off the Fair and Don Orndorff.
junior forward, Earl Hogue, boards.
Hogue was the third difwas named Tuesday to share
The PCAA’s leading ferent SJSU player to be
that honor with Fresno State rebounder, SDSU’s Bob named.
forward Rodney Shank.
iceeeeer
Hogue was instrumental in
both wins last week for
THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT
SJSU. In both the Cal State
(Independent Service Dept.)
Fullerton and San Diego
State games, Hogue was the
Toyota - Mazda - Datsun
leading rebounder.
Against Fullerton Thur3595 The Alameda
sday, he snatched 13 boards
Santa Clara
and added a Spartan high of
984-0610
13 points also. San Diego
State also felt his presence.
Economy repair service for economy cars
Hogue had similar totals of
Law
Courier
12 points and 12 rebounds vs.

WANTED: Families M host Japanese
college students (participating in
interstudy Program) from Feb. 2t1
to March 21. lAgeS 18 231. Please
call charlotte Bashsarn 293 4316.

-BRUCE LEE AND i"
"SHANGHAI
CONNECTION"

title and Black’s leadership
in the backcourt helped lead
them to the title.

Spartans’ Earl Hogue
PCAA player of week

TM Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Chapel (located
between the men’s and women’s
gyms).

however, he doesn’t expect
bargaining sessions to begin
until the latter part of June,
about one month after the
playoffs end.
Silas says the major issues
forthcoming
the
in
negotiations will be pension,
severance pay, per diem pay
and minimum salaries.
Other important matters to
be discussed include medical
and dental plans, disability,
scheduling, traveling and
playing conditions.
He says he and the other
Players Association officers-vice presidents John
Havlicek of Boston and Wes
Unseld of Washington, and
secretary -treasurer Bob
Lanier of Detroit-will meet
with Larry Fleisher, general
counsel for the Players
Association, and decide upon
their demands. Then they
will present their decisions
to the player representatives
of each of the 18 clubs.

NEW & USED *

29.95 *
Couches
39.95
TV’s
5.00
Mattresses
Old dressers
39.95
& Chests
and much, much
more’
10 % Off
to SJSU students *
with this ad

Hancock had to go through
the single elimination JC
playoff system to win the

According to California JC
publicist, Fred Baer, "Black
was one of the key players on
the Hancock team. Hancock
also had the JC player of the
year in Mark Landsberger
( now starring at Minnesota)."
Black all-tourney
"Black was named to the
all -tourney team," said
Baer. "He scored 12 points in
the final game ( an 80-73 win
over Long Beach CC) and
had 42 points in the three
games played in Fresno ( site
of the playoffs)."
Black’s leadership at

Phone

Address
City

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95)14

For

Enclosed is $

Days

pub
!motion
’Consecutive publication dates
VI.no
Deadline, two days prior to

refunds

on

cancelled

ads.)
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Academic priorities issue splits university
Continued from page one
student
Pacheco,
David
representative on the Academic
Senate’s curriculum committee, also
contended that liberal education
should be re-evaluated.
Referring to the Bunzel committee’s ought statement. Pacheco
said, -Their whole idea of a liberal
education is a cafeteria sort of
collection of courses. There’s no
practical experience."
Pacheco stated that there are no
serious student representatives
taking part in the curriculum
decision -making "other than the
token representatives on the
Academic Senate."
"Nobody’s talking about planning in
the curriculum," he stated, adding
that the guidelines formulated by the
Bunzel committee were "a grandiose
statement about life and death, truth
and beauty."
Pacheco referred to part of the
ought statement which states that
liberal education must focus on "an
intellectual inquiry" into questions of
man’s existence: "life and death,
truth and beauty, goodness and

justice, God and the universe."
Instead, he said, students are
looking for practical "field experience" in their studies because of
"the current job situation.
Forced roles
Engineering Dean Roberts argues
that students enrolled in his school are
"exposed to a broader spectrum" of
courses and are "as liberally
educated" as students graduating
from the liberal arts departments.
What the university must avoid, he
maintained, is "creating stereotypes
and pre-conceived pictures," of the
well-rounded, liberally educated man,
and forcing people into that role.
In today’s society, said Roberts,
there is a "neglect of the need to cope
with technology." And for some
people in the liberal arts departments,
he said, "it might be time to engage in
a little self-analysis" to examine their
own understanding of science and
technology.
But, in the School of Social Scienceswhich experienced last fall’s
largest FTE declineDean James
Sawrey rejected the idea that
"student demands should be

education," he stated.
Narrow education
Wheeler of the History Department
said he recognizes the "immediacy"
of students’ current interest in
vocationally related courses, but
agreed with Sawrey that "I don’t
think that there should be this acceptance of the current market."
In defending the priority of liberal
arts courses, he said that "the
university has the responsibility to see
that students are educated in a human
sort of way."
"We want people to follow their
professions," said Wheeler, "but
there’s more to life than the eight
hours you spend on the job."
Wheeler said that it was "tragic"
that departments that set up
vocational curricula don’t realize that
their students will be required to
"know something about the society
they’re living in."
His concern, he stated, is "that the
education we’re allowing our students
to pursue is terribly narrow."
Wheeler said he believes that the
"goal of liberal arts is to liberate the
individual...and liberate all people."

prescriptive of the nature of the
university."
Cultural benefits
Sawrey contended that "students
should have an input" in the
curriculum priorities issue, but they
should not be "a determining factor."
"Students are transients," Sawrey
said. "They are here four years and
then gone.
"I deny that higher education is
largely for the benefit of the individual" being educated, he said.
Instead, Sawrey maintained that "the
entire culture" must benefit because
education is a "broad cultural, social
and political concern."
If this is considered an "elitist"
view, said Sawrey, "then so be it."
Sawrey said a "viable" liberal arts
program must always exist" in order
to provide supportive services for
professional education, if for no other
reason.
"It would not be the
of the university
professional people
in
background

proper function
to turn out
without some
arts
liberal

Some faculty members dismayed
over loss of program’s finances
continued from page one
"To call IP an elitist program is to
ignore the tremendous educational
benefits accrued by returning
students," she said in defense of the
former IP.

Dr. Joseph Reid Scott, former IF
resident-director for Spain, also expressed doubts about Gov. Brown’s
action.
"Evidently, Gov. Brown is misinformed about IP." said the professor

Unconditional pardon
asked for resisters
A bill calling for unconditional
amensty for military deserters and
draft resistors has been reintorduced
in Congress by Rep. Paul N.
McCloskey, Jr., RMenlo Park.
The bill, if passed, would provide for
the release of those now in prison for
draft resistance and pardon those who
have served time. Those who deserted

the military or fled the country to avoid
serving would also be granted immunity from prosecution, McCloskey
said yesterday.
McCloskey said he had originally
introduced the bill one year ago
believing it was warranted after those
involved in criminal activity, such
former Vice-President Spiro Agnew .

"IP is not a regular summer tour of
foreign countries.
"As it is, the International Programs
does not cost the taxpayer an extra cent
more in administrative costs," Scott
argued.
"In fact, the state pays no more for
the IF student than it does for the
student who remains in his home
campus," he added.
According to the 1975-76 IF brochure,
selection of IF students is on a competitive basis.
Applicants must have attained upperdivision or graduate status; an overall
grade point average of 2.5 and language
proficiency of their host country.
Students who are accepted remain
enrolled at their home campus while
earning resident credit during their
study abroad.
Estimated expenses for the academic
year abroad run between $2,600 and
$4,000 to be paid by the student.

"I don’t think that the idea is
elitist," he maintained. "I don’t think
there’s anything elitist about the view
that a person should be concerned
about how he spends his time."
Enriches lives
Dr. Robert Woodward, dean of the
School of the Humanities and Arts,
does not foresee "any real danger" in
threats to his department, despite the
decline in enrollments.
"Vocational education takes care of
student’s 9-5 jobs," he stated, but
student’s lives must be "enriched
beyond their jobs."
Woodward said he sees the trend
toward vocational programs as
evidence of the conflict between
"man’s heart and his pocketbook."
The tendency, he said, is "to favor
as much flexibility as possible and
admit pre-professional students as
much as possible without eroding the
quality of liberal arts education."
Woodward, however, said the ought
statement, giving priority to liberal
arts studies, was partially confusing
to him. He cited the phrase
"curriculum priorities," which he
termed "not meaningful" and un-

campus briefs
Free driving lessions on campus are
available through the SJSU Industrial
Studies Department.
Each semester, the Industrial Studies
Department conducts driver education
teacher preparation and requires about
30 persons to be "student drivers."
Persons wishing to apply may do so
by attending a 30-minute meeting in
room 230 of the Industrial Studies
Building at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday, Feb.
12, or at 5:20 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 13.
Persons unable to attend either of these
meetings may go to room 111 of the
Industrial Studies Bldg. and fill out an
application prior to second meeting
The Peer Group Drop-in Center will
be conducting "dream groups" each
Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m.
Designed to explore the meaning and
function of dreams, the sessions will be
run by Bruce Hem, a graduate student
in clinical psychology, and Chris

Spalding, a graduate student in school
psychology.
For information on the meeting place
call 264-8698 or 297-3184 after 10 p.m.
Financial Aid applications are now
available for next year in the Financial
Aid Office, Adm. Bldg., room 234, according to Richard C. Pfaff, associate
director of Financial Aid.
Approximately $6 million will be

clear.
The ought statement, he state
-may just end up being a nit
statement of ideal, but not practical Is
administer."
Student involvement
Dr. Rex Burbank, acting associatv,1
dean of graduate studies, sau
students should be represented in tlpi,i
curriculum priority debate, though lor,i
stated that they have "a somewhi
more temporary involvement" in tl
issue.
14
"We are governed by supply al
demand to some extent," he said.
Referring to the present increaseS
enrollment in vocational programs ;
SJSU, Burbank said, "These thini
tend to run in cycles...but in ttik
meantime, we have to keep ttr
humanities, arts and social science’
alive and flourishing."
As the faculty comes to recogniz
the stakes involved in the academi:
priorities debate, the opposink
positions are sure to become more any.,
more dramatically presented.
available for eligible students ro
year, according to Donald R. HT
Financial Aid director. Applicat
deadline is March 1.
A women’s rap group’Independen, .1
or How to Survive the Cold Cr
World," will meet from 7-9 p.’11
tomorrow in the Women’s Center, BI

V.

The new group will work tow
solving various problems by talking
other women with similar problei
dealing with personal independen.
according to a center spokeswom;
A
second
on -going
groi
"Metamorphosis," meets ever W
nesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. a
Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

Gas guzzler tax proposed
SACRAMENTO (APICalifornians
who drive gas-guzzling cars would pay
an extra state tax under a bill proposed
Monday by two state assemblymen.
But owners of smaller cars that use
gasoline more efficiently would end up
with a rebate under the measure
proposed by Assemblymen Alan
Sieroty and Michael Wornum.

Sieroty, a Democrat from West I.
Angeles, told a news conference th
cars rated as delivering less than
miles per gallon by the U.S. Envirq
mental Protection Agency would pi
an additional surcharge every year.’
That extra tax would range up to 1
per cent of the vehicle license tax f;
cars that get less than 12 m.p.g.

bl"" TRAVEL STUDY 1975’
ENGLAND:

Free travel to August 13.
July 15August 4, London and vicinity $920

EUROPE: June

25August 7, -Free travel to August 15
Regensburg, Germany $1150 Madrid & Santiago de Compostela, Spain $1120
Dublin & Kilkenny, Ireland $1145 Greece/Yugoslavia $1195
Florence, Italy $1170 Travel, room board, six units inclusive

CRUISE:

June 27July 12

Mediterranean abord the new Golden Odyssey. Fly L.A. to Athens;
cruise 74 days to Piraeus, Heraklion, Alexandria, Beirut, Famagusta, Haifa,
Rhodes, etc. 3 units in religions and cultures of Mediterranean; $1094completel

AFRICA: June

25August 15

Kenya from June 29August 1; six units in African Studies
$1795 complete

FAR EAST: June

25July 29

Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 6 units in Asian studies.
Includes hotels, air fare, transfers, excursions, breakfast,
some lunches and dinners $1885

MEXICO:

June 22July 25

Guanajuato, Mexico; 6 units of credit in Spanish, culture, Mexico Today, etc.
Travel to center not included $410 complete; Optional tours to Mexico
City 41 Guadalajara

$507

ALL TRAVEL, ROOM & BOARD
ARRANGEMENTS: THE UNIVERSITY
FOUNDATION, CSU CHICO
Free travel not included in the price

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO
CHICO, CALIFORNIA 95926

i:ob67/

